
Misery Stabilizers – adapted from Terry Real, “The New Rules of Marriage”

Things people turn to instead of turning to each other, staying engaged, and facing their issues. Like 
steam valves, they bleed off your discontent, staving off the crisis but cementing your lack of 
fulfillment as well. Turning to misery stabilizers is one form of withdrawal. A partner will not fully 
engage, and real intimacy will be severely compromised, if a misery stabilizer is not deal with. In order
to get the juices flowing in your relationship, you need to kick the props that hold you in stasis and let 
the relationship go into crisis so you can deal with your own discomfort. It’ll force you to deal with the 
issues that the misery stabilizer makes it too far comfortable to avoid. “You can be comfortable or you 
can have a great relationship; what’s more important to you?” 

Make a list of your misery stabilizers in the order of severity. 
• Recreational (moderate)
• self-medicating (problematic) 

◦ where goal is to boost baseline feelings inside that are not okay or feel badly
◦ it is a psychological dependency. It’s not that you can’t do without whatever makes you feel

better, it’s that you can’t be very happy without it. Without “your drug of choice” feelings 
such as emptiness, loneliness, depression, jaggedness, anxiety, coldness, or blackness begin 
to surface. 

◦ Process dependencies – is where your “drug of choice” is not a thing, but an activity such as
spending, watching television or eating food. 

• addictive (needs treatment)

Alcohol or other drugs

Workaholism

Love Dependence

Sex

Food

Gambling

Risk Taking

Spending

Television

Computer

Including prescription drugs

A sustained workweek of 60 hours or more, and/or your performance 
determining your sense of worth

Using the warm regard of someone outside the relationship to supplement 
both your own low self-esteem and the missing of the intimacy that you 
crave. May lead to either sexual or emotional affairs

Includes porn, internet sex; one-night stands; paid sex; affairs, both physical 
and emotional, and inappropriate flirting

Turning to food for psychological comfort or reward

Includes irresponsible, reckless investing

And other unusually high-intensity activities or situations

Overspending, compulsive shopping, or finding missing vitality in buying

A rampant form of self-medication, particularly among men. Soothing 
oneself with the passivity of watching. Vicarious enlivenment and company

Similar to television. May be an aspect of someone’s sex addiction 
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Children

Exercise

Busyness

Other  

A particular example of love addiction. When your kids perform for you, 
parent you, or are your peers; when they supply you with the meaning, 
comfort, or company missing in your adult relationship(s)

Wonderful in moderation but may be used as an escape, as a need 
“endorphin high”, or as an aspect of love and/or sex addiction 

Never allowing yourself to be still long enough to feel much or make real 
contact with others

Three-step experiment

Step 1:  After alerting your partner about your experiment, pick two of your most important misery 
stabilizers and do without them for ten days. If possible, abstain altogether. If it’s impossible to do that
—as is the case, for example, with food or work -for ten days to cut back your use or involvement to a 
level that nine out of ten people would call healthy and moderate. You should imagine that your group 
of ten is on the conservative side, but not extreme. 

Step 2:  Take out a notebook and write for more than fifteen minutes each night for ten days about the 
effect of your cutting back. Write about how you feel about yourself, the impact of your cutting back 
on your relationship, and any impact that you observe on your family.

Step 3:  See if you can find a health buddy, a friend who would be willing to support you in your 
relationship practice and talk things over with you. Write out questions you may have about the 
experiment, and discuss them with your buddy. 


